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A unified analysis of at least Gabriel Roisenberg Rodrigues ([email protected]) Michigan State University 1 Introduction.The superlative modifier at least has two readings: the epistemic (EPI) reading and the concessive (CON). CON surfaces only if at least appears at the sentence left periphery (2), whereas EPI appears only sentence-internally (1). (small caps indicates focus accent) (1) Bill won at least the bronze medal. (‘Minimally, Bill won the bronze medal’) (2) At least Bill won the bronze medal. (’it was better than winning no medal’) So far, these readings have received denotations that point to distinct lexical entries. In this talk, I offer new evidence that suggests that the meaning of CON is more fine-grained than previously acknowledged; in fact, it is closer to that of EPI than one might imagine. Taking as a point of departure Coppock & Brochhagen’s (2013) (C&B) analysis of EPI, I propose a unified account of at least that relies on two assumptions: (i) at least carries a modal base variable, and (ii) a functional head Conc0 at the left periphery is responsible for giving rise to the CON reading. 2 Previous analyses. The core of all recent accounts of CON relies on Rullmann & Nakanishi 2009 (R&N) original work. R&N observe that CON is incompatible with alternatives that occupy the extremes of a contextual scale; e.g., given the scales [all g. medals > . . . > no g. medals] and [first place > . . . > last place], we obtain (3). (3) a.# At least Bill won all the gold medals he disputed. b.# At least Bill got the last place in the race. In order to capture that, they propose the conventional implicatures in (4); (3-a) and (3-b) are explained as violations of (4-b) and(4-c), respectively. (C = Context) (4) a.∀r, r0 ∈ C[r > r0 ↔ r is preferred to r0 ] (‘> is a preference scale’) b.∃q ∈ C[q > p] (‘there are alternatives ranked above the prejacent’) c. ∃q 0 ∈ C[p > q 0 ] (’there are alternatives ranked below the prejacent’) In the literature, (4) has remained virtually untouched. Biezma (2013) proposes a single denotation for at least, but assumes (4) as the appropriate characterization of CON, while C&B and Cohen & Krifka 2014 take (4) as a prima facie evidence for two distinct lexical entries for at least. 3 Problems. Just assuming the existence of lower and higher ranked alternatives seems too weak. In fact, there seems to be a contextual lower bound to the prejacent (5). Besides, the mere existence of higher-ranked alternatives is not enough (6-a): the prejacent has to be ranked below an “optimal” result (6-b). (Cohen & Krifka 2014 provide an example similar to (5)) (5) To answer less than 5 Q’s is a horrible result. # At least he answered 4 Q’s. Alternatives: ... > answer(5Q’s)(x) > answer(4Q’s)(x) > answer(3Q’s)(x) > ... (6) Context: Bill enters in a hot-dog eating contest: for each hot-dog he eats, he gets $ 1,000. a.(cont.) Bill eats 30 hot-dogs, and feels perfectly well. Fred tells Bill: Fred: ?? At least you won thirty thousand bucks! Alternatives: ... > win($31,000)(x) > win($30,000)(x) > win($29,000)(x) > ... b.(cont.) Bill eats 30 hot-dogs, but ends up with a painful stomachache. Fred tells Bill: Fred: At least you won thirty thousand bucks! Moreover, these contextual requirements seem to behave differently with respect to their atissue behavior: by using the “speaker assent” diagnostic for at-issueness (Papafragou 2006, Tonhauser 2012, a.o.), we see that both the prejacent (7-a) and the lower bound requirement (7-b) are at-issue, but not the “suboptimal” requirement (7-c). (7) John: At least Bill won the silver medal. a.Fred: That’s true – he did win the silver medal. b.Fred: That’s true – it wasn’t that bad. (≈ ‘it was better than the minimum’) c. Fred: # That’s true – not winning the gold was below our expectations.
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4 Proposal. In this proposal, I extend C&B’s denotation for EPI at least to CON. First, I take it that discourse is guided by Questions-Under-Discussion (QU D; Roberts 1996); at each discourse juncture, there is one Current Question (CQ). The meaning of a question Q is the set of all felicitous answers to it in a context c. As in C&B, answers are ranked according to a contextually-provided pragmatic strength scale ≥st , of which entailment scales are a particular case. For example, [ Bill read three books ]p >st [ Bill read two books ]q , since p → q; but [ Bill won the gold medal ]p >st [ Bill won the silver medal ]q , despite p 6→ q. Let DOXc and BU Lc be doxastic and bouletic modal bases, respectively, and min be a function that maps sets of propositions to the weakest proposition according to ≥st . Following B¨ uring 2008, a.o., I assume at least moves covertly to the top of the clause. Now, C&B’s denotation of at least can be recast as (8), where f is a modal base; for the lower at least, f is provided contextually – by default, f (w) = DOXc . The derivation for (1) is in (9). (With additional refinements, (8) can account for ignorance inferences associated with EPI at least, cf. C&B; this issue is set aside in this abstract.) (8) Jat leastK = λf.λp.λw : CQ ⊆ f (w). p ≥st min(CQ) (9) a.J[TP Bill won the bronze medal]K = λw.win(bronze-medal)(Bill)(w) ; Q1 : What medal did Bill win? b.Jat leastK(DOXc ) = λp.λw : Q1 ⊆ DOXc . p ≥st min(Q1 ) c. Jat leastK(DOXc )(JTPK) = λw : Q1 ⊆ DOXc . JTPK ≥st min(Q1 ) (≈‘Among the possible answers to Q1 , (9-a) is the weakest one’) For the higher at least, the syntactic structure will be (10); at least is base-generated at Spec of ConcP. I propose (11-a), where Conc0 provides the modal base for at least and presupposes (11-b). (12) shows how it works for (2). (10) [ ConcP [ at least ] [ Conc’ Conc0 TP ] ] (11) a.JConc0 K = λp.λσhhhst,ti,hst,stii .λw. p(w) ∧ [σ(BU Lc )(p)(w)] b.presupposition: ∀p ∈ CQ : p(w) = 1[max(BU Lc ) >st p] (≈‘Every true answer to CQ is weaker than the maximally desirable outcome’) (12) a.JConc0 K(JTPK) = λσhhhst,ti,hst,stii .λw. JTPK(w) ∧ σ(BU Lc )(JTPK)(w) ; max(BU Lc ) >st λw.win(bronze-medal)(Bill)(w) (by (11-b)) b.JConc’K(Jat leastK) = JConc0 K(JTPK)(Jat leastK) = λw : Q1 ⊆ BU Lc .JTPK(w) ∧ Jat leastK(BU Lc )(JTPK)(w)



= λw : Q1 ⊆ BU Lc .JTPK(w) ∧ JTPK ≥st min(Q1 ) ; Q2 : Did Bill achieve the minimally acceptable outcome? (by 2nd conjunct in (12-b)) (≈‘Among the desired answers to Q1 , (9-a) is the least desirable, and the answer to Q2 is yes’) Now, back to §3: (5) is a violation of the 2nd conjunct in (12-b) (the prejacent is less desirable than min(CQ), as established by the previous utterance) and (6-a) is a violation of (11-b) (there is no maximal bouletic alternative, thus the prejacent cannot be ranked below max(BU Lc )). On the other hand, (7-a) and (7-b) can be taken as Fred’s agreement with John w.r.t. the truth of the 1st and the 2nd conjuncts in (12-b), respectively; in contrast, (7-c) is infelicitous because Fred is not assenting to an at-issue content (i.e., (12-b)), but to a backgrounded one (i.e., (11-b)). Crucially, the Conc0 head provides an explanation for why the CON reading surfaces only at the left periphery – an accidental fact in the ambiguity analysis. Moreover, this kind of decompositional analysis is independently motivated for many other types of modifiers: constitutive material adjectives, subject-oriented and evaluative adverbs, and verbal measure phrases (Morzycki 2005). References. Biezma 2013 Only one at least•B¨ uring 2008 The least “at least” can do•Cohen & Krifka 2014 Superlative quantifiers & meta-speech acts•Coppock & Brochhagen 2013 Raising & resolving issues with scalar quantifiers•Morzycki 2005 Mediated ∗ modification: Functional structure & the interpretation of modifier position•Papafragou 2006 Epistemic modality and truth conditions•Rullmann & Nakanishi 2009 Epistemic & concessive interpretations of at least•Tonhauser 2012 Diagnosing (not-)at-issue content 2
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